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PREFACE

Despite much effort and high leadership visibility over the last sev-
eral years, the U.S. Air Force continues to experience unacceptably
low mission capability (MC) rates for critical weapon systems and
unexpectedly high support costs for these weapon systems at the end
of each fiscal year.  Multiple reviews over the last several years of the
logistics process that the U.S. Air Force uses to support its weapon
systems all agree that the process does not work well in its current
environment.1  It needs to change to meet the needs of a force and
procedures that are different from those in place when the process
was devised.  Different reviews find different sources of problems.
Taken together, the reviews point to two kinds of problems:

• Given the resources it is willing to commit to logistics activities
and how its logistics process actually performs, the Air Force tries
to do more with its operational weapon systems than its logistics
support budgets allow.

______________ 
1See, for example, Air Force Materiel Command Reparable Spares Management Board
(Frank Camm, chair), Final Report, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, March
1998.  The following General Accounting Office reports offer a variety of corroborating
empirical evidence on the recent state of the Air Force depot management system:  Air
Force Supply Management:  Analysis of Activity Group’s Financial Reports, Prices, and
Cash Management, GAO/AIMD/NSIAD-98-118, June 1998; Air Force Supply:
Management Actions Create Spare Parts Shortages and Operational Problems,
GAO/NSIAD/AIMD-99-77, April 1999; Air Force Depot Maintenance:  Analysis of Its
Financial Operations, GAO/AIMD/NSIAD-00-38, December 1999; and Air Force
Depot Maintenance: Budgeting Difficulties and Operational Inefficiencies,
GAO/AIMD/NSIAD-00-185, August 2000.
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• Given the resources it is willing to commit to logistics activities,
the Air Force could improve how its logistics process performs.

The Air Force Directorate of Supply (AF/ILS) asked RAND to examine
the first kind of problem.  When AF/ILS began the Spares Campaign
in March 2001, it asked RAND to study particular issues.  The RAND
team focused on improving procedures relevant to programming
and budgeting decisions for the depot-level logistics process for the
following reasons:

• Programming and budgeting decisions are related to problems
associated with the level of funding available for logistics activi-
ties designed to meet set weapon system availability targets.

• No matter how the Air Force tries to improve its logistics process,
it will encounter adverse weapon system availability and cost
outcomes unless its logistics programs and budgets reflect how
the logistics process will actually work during the program and
budget period.  Getting these decisions right is a precondition to
resolving other problems in the supply chain.

• Prices in working capital funds, which have been implicated in
significant disconnects between users and providers of depot-
level logistics services, are an integral part of the Air Force bud-
geting process.  Any real change in the logistics budgeting pro-
cess must address these disconnects.

• Success in using empirically based evaluation to close the loop
on programming and budgeting decisions could point the way to
better organizational relationships and better analytic ap-
proaches, with implications for helping to close the loop on other
decisions as well.

This report addresses a key element of the analysis undertaken in
this project.  The Air Force Planning, Programming, and Budgeting
System (PPBS) process today ultimately asks operating commands to
develop budgets for the depot-level support they will need.  Such an
approach naturally raises the following question:  How should the
level of activity in an operating command in a particular future year
addressed in the PPBS process be related to the actual costs that Air
Force Materiel Command (AFMC) will have to cover in that year?
The Air Force has evolved a system, commonly known as the
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“AFCAIG process,” to make this link.  The Air Force Cost Analysis
Improvement Group (AFCAIG) coordinates the effort.  But each year
over the last decade, the money that the operating commands have
provided to cover AFMC costs has fallen short of costs.  This outcome
is an integral part of the problem of “unexpectedly high support
costs” mentioned in the first paragraph.

To provide an analytic context for understanding this problem, the
study team sought a basic understanding of the link between operat-
ing command activities and actual AFMC costs.  As explained in the
text, the analysis focused on one key link to allow some precision:
how costs in depot-level maintenance shops funded by the Depot
Maintenance Activity Group (DMAG) vary in response to changes in
flying hours in the operating commands.

This report should interest those responsible for planning, analyzing,
or improving budgeting and pricing systems that coordinate the ac-
tivities of separate government organizations.  It should be of par-
ticular interest to those working on policy for defense working capital
funds that buffer the transfers between one defense organization in-
curring costs to provide a service and another consuming and fund-
ing the service.  The research took place in Project AIR FORCE's
Resource Management Program.

PROJECT AIR FORCE

Project AIR FORCE, a division of RAND, is the Air Force federally
funded research and development center (FFRDC) for studies and
analyses.  It provides the Air Force with independent analyses of
policy alternatives affecting the development, employment, combat
readiness, and support of current and future aerospace forces.
Research is performed in four programs:  Aerospace Force
Development; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; Resource
Management; and Strategy and Doctrine.
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SUMMARY

The basic inquiry in this report is how Air Force Materiel Command
(AFMC) depot-level expenditures relate to operating command ac-
tivity levels, i.e., flying hours.  We hypothesize that a large portion of
depot-level costs are unrelated to operating command activities.

APPROACH

We examine the recorded expenditures of AFMC’s Depot
Maintenance Activity Group (DMAG) and relate Mission Design
(MD)-specific DMAG repair expenditures to various lags of fleet fly-
ing hours.

Our analysis uses H036A data, which track DMAG expenditures by
Job Order Number (JON).  The data describe where work was per-
formed and for which MD and customer; the data break expendi-
tures into various types, e.g., direct civilian labor, materiel, overhead.
Direct civilian labor is a minority of organic DMAG expenditures;
considerably more is spent on materiel and operating overhead.

The basic model we estimated was a linear regression with DMAG
expenditures as the dependent variable and various lags of fleet fly-
ing hours the independent variables.  If increasing flying hours in-
creases DMAG expenditures, we expect positive regression coeffi-
cient estimates.
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LINKING DMAG EXPENDITURES TO OPERATING
COMMAND FLYING HOURS

The DMAG directly and indirectly supports the warfighter.  It pro-
vides programmed depot maintenance (PDM) and related services
directly to the warfighter, and it repairs components for the Supply
Maintenance Activity Group (SMAG), which in turn provides them to
the warfighter.

Positing a relationship between flying hours and DMAG expenditures
requires a series of assumptions.  More flying must generate more
broken parts.  More broken parts must flow from installations to the
SMAG.  The SMAG must pass more broken parts to the DMAG.  The
DMAG must perform extra work and this extra work must increase
DMAG expenditures.  Such a process is more relevant to component
repair than to PDM, because PDM does not take place directly in re-
sponse to recent or current flying, whereas component repair does.
For component repair, such a process should involve a series of lags
of uncertain length.

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

We find, across a variety of weapon systems, that although both fly-
ing hours and official DMAG repair expenditures for component re-
pair vary considerably month-to-month, there is no consistent,
across-weapon-system relationship between the series.  We come to
the same nonfinding using an accrued expenditure approach we de-
veloped that we believe more accurately records how expenditures
occur.

We find some suggestion that cargo and tanker aircraft have a closer
connection between flying hours and DMAG expenditures than is
true for fighters and bombers.  This result could be explained by less-
robust base-level support of cargo and tanker aircraft.  We view this
finding as speculative but worthy of further examination.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

We expected and found that many DMAG costs (e.g., programmed
maintenance, overhead) are unrelated to flying hours.  Indeed, we
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could not find any category of organic DMAG expenditures that is
consistently positively correlated with flying hours across multiple
weapon systems.

The lack of consistent positive correlation between DMAG expendi-
tures and fleet flying hours argues for an alternative approach to
budgeting and pricing.  Budgets should reflect a general level of
capability maintained in AFMC, regardless of the level of flying hours
in a particular year.  Prices that operating commands pay for AFMC
services should reflect the underlying cost structure in AFMC.  If they
did, prices would not place nearly as much emphasis on individual
repairs as current prices do.  Rather, prices would focus on the total
costs of maintaining, in AFMC, the level of capability that each
operating command wants.  The new cost recovery and pricing
system recommended by the Air Force Spares Campaign(sometimes
called "multi-part pricing") represents a useful move in this
direction.    Under such an approach, AFMC would receive a budget
to pay for a portion of its fixed costs and operating commands would
no longer face prices that include these fixed costs.  The findings in
this report suggest that the Air Force could define fixed AFMC costs
to cover a much broader set of costs.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

How do Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) costs relate to operat-
ing command activity levels?

The Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) currently
requires operating commands to develop budgets that will cover
costs of relevant AFMC support services.  The operating commands
use the Air Force Cost Analysis Improvement Group (AFCAIG) pro-
cess to do that.  Roughly speaking, this process divides expected ex-
penses into fixed and variable components and develops a budget
estimate for each.  We are particularly interested in how the methods
used to address the variable component, expressed in terms of cost-
per-flying-hour factors, relate to the actual costs in AFMC.

In this study, we try to better understand the cost structure of depot
support services.  How much do these costs change when operating
command activity levels change?  It is well known that many mea-
sures of activity level—like flying hours, sortie length, engine cycles,
and landings—can be important cost drivers in particular circum-
stances.  Several may be important at the same time in any particular
circumstance.  For simplicity, we focus on the single factor that the
PPBS process currently emphasizes.  Because the AFCAIG process
focuses on flying hours as an activity driver, we focus on flying hours
as well.  It may be useful for future analysis to examine the relevance
of other potential cost drivers; however, understanding alternative
cost drivers is not critical to the analysis at hand.

We believe the analysis presented here raises questions about how
variable costs are reflected in the Air Force’s command-based bud-
geting system.  Specifically, we find that the expenditures of AFMC’s
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Depot Maintenance Activity Group (DMAG) are inconsistently corre-
lated with flying hours across different weapon systems.

DEPOT-LEVEL FIXED COSTS

We hypothesized ex ante that many depot-level costs are unrelated
to operating command activities.  For example, programmed depot
maintenance (PDM) is scheduled years in advance and is unrelated
to current operations.  The current AFCAIG process recognizes this
phenomenon.

The Air Force command-level budgeting process treats unscheduled
maintenance costs in the year of execution as though they were
driven by operating command flying hours in that year.  While there
may be evidence that costs from the standpoint of the major com-
mands are related to flying hours, we show that costs actually in-
curred by AFMC are not related to flying hours in the short run.

For example, materiel procurement has long lead times.  Items
bought with funds obligated in the year of execution need not be de-
livered to support flying hours for a year or more.  Similarly, items
delivered and paid for in the year of execution need not experience a
demand in that year.

As we will discuss in more detail below, the organic DMAG has con-
siderable general and administrative (G&A) and overhead costs.  By
definition, these costs are essentially independent of system activity
in any year of execution.

There are also considerable rigidities in the government-employed
civilian labor force.  See, for instance, Robbert, Gates, and Elliott
(1997).  Government civilian personnel policy strongly limits AFMC’s
ability to use temporary labor.  Also, the skills required in one main-
tenance shop are typically too specialized to allow much substitution
of available workers between shops to match fluctuations in shops’
demands over time.

Even if labor were freely flexible, AFMC is only now systematically
attempting to match maintenance shop priorities to priorities in the
operating commands.  Until a systematic match can be taken for
granted, there is no reason to expect a demand generated by an op-
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erating command’s flying hours to match a maintenance action in
AFMC.

What depot-level costs vary with operating command activity levels?
The major commands employ operating and support cost factors for
Depot-Level Reparables (DLRs) based on calculated costs to them
per flying hour.  Although these factors are quite helpful in forecast-
ing the DLR costs to the major commands, they are much less suc-
cessful in predicting how a change in flying hours in any month
would affect actual AFMC costs during the months following that
month.  Our analysis suggests that cost factors, like average cost per
flying hour, relevant for long-term purposes, have great difficulty
explaining how changes in operating command activity levels affect
actual depot-level costs to the Air Force in a particular month.

ROADMAP

Chapter Two explains our analytic approach.  Chapter Three pro-
vides a stylized overview of the supply chain, and explains the link-
ages that contribute to any connection between flying hours in the
operating commands and expenditures recorded in depot mainte-
nance shops.  Chapter Four summarizes our empirical findings.
Chapter Five discusses the conclusions’ policy implications.  The ap-
pendices present more detail underlying the analysis.
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Chapter Two

RESEARCH APPROACH

Our analysis focuses on the DMAG, where the majority of AFMC lo-
gistics support costs are incurred.  The DMAG funds all programmed
and nonprogrammed maintenance in AFMC.  The DMAG buys ma-
teriel from the Supply Maintenance Activity Group (SMAG), but un-
less this materiel is new, the DMAG is responsible for returning it to
serviceable status, so much of what the DMAG pays the SMAG sim-
ply covers DMAG costs incurred earlier.  The only SMAG costs not
actually incurred in the DMAG earlier cover purchases of new ma-
teriel and administrative costs within the SMAG; as a result, costs in
the DMAG drive total costs in the Air Force working capital fund
(WCF).

We examine recorded DMAG expenditures, not Air Force Cost
Analysis Improvement Group (AFCAIG) cost factors.  AFCAIG cost-
per-flying-hour factors attempt to capture what the operating com-
mands pay AFMC for services.  In this analysis, we are not looking at
what the operating commands pay AFMC; this is a paper transfer
within the Air Force.  (As discussed in Appendix C, however, this pa-
per transfer is a real cost from the perspective of the operating com-
mand.)  Instead, we are concerned with the actual costs to the Air
Force as a whole of supporting the operating commands.  AFMC in-
curs these costs when it pays its labor, buys materiel, pays for utility
services, and so on.  These are the costs we examine.

We focus on DLR repair expenditures, not PDM.  According to the
data we obtained, repair represented 42 percent of DMAG expendi-
tures in fiscal year 2000 (FY00).
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We focus on specific weapon systems in the operating commands as
the drivers of maintenance activities in AFMC.  We are concerned
with that fraction of repair expenditures that is unambiguously at-
tributed to specific Mission Designs (MDs).  In FY00, only about half
of organic DMAG repair expenditures was attributed to a specific
weapon system. (The rest was attributed to non-system-specific
categories like “Engines, Turbines, and Compressors” and
“Communication, Detection, and Radio Equipment.”)

We use fleet flying hours as our proxy for operating command activ-
ity.  As noted above, we do this because the AFCAIG process uses this
approach as well.  We recognize that other cost drivers may be im-
portant.

We then use various lags of fleet flying hours to try to find some rela-
tionship with repair expenditures.

H036A DATA

Our analysis is based on the DMAG’s organic H036A data.  These
data record monthly accumulated costs in the DMAG by Job Order
Number (JON).  The Air Force does not attribute actual expenditures
to individual JONs.  Instead, we infer that these data are based on the
following logic:  The Air Force can track actual expenditures per
month by resource cost control center (RCCC)—typically an individ-
ual depot shop.  Using standard hours for every maintenance task, it
allocates actual civilian labor costs by RCCC to all JONs in progress in
that RCCC per month.  If this inference is correct, the data we have
on costs per JON include distortions where systematic differences
persist between actual and standard hours for particular kinds of
maintenance actions.  But we use these data to construct cost per
period at the MD level.  Such systematic differences should not bias
our analyses of cost relationships between total AFMC costs per
month and operating activity levels per month, by MD.

Unfortunately, we have not been able to corroborate our inferences
about how data are accumulated in the H036A.  The Air Force does
not directly use the data in H036A for its own management purposes;
it maintains the data solely to report them to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD).  We used these data because we were
told by several Air Force sources that they provide the best data
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available for attempting to link MD support costs as closely as possi-
ble to actual costs in AFMC.  We were able to use the data from
H036A to duplicate the DMAG costs that AFMC reported in its Fiscal
Year 2000 Annual Report on the Air Force WCF.  This match gives us
an important degree of confidence in the data’s integrity.

These data cover all costs relevant to maintenance—direct labor,
materiel, overhead, and so on—and distinguish these cost categories.
Each record indicates a month, whether a job is completed or is in
progress, where the work is occurring, the customer, the MD, and
various types of expenditure (e.g., direct civilian labor, materiel,
overhead).  We have monthly H036A data for fiscal years 1997–2000,
inclusive.

Figure 2.1 breaks out FY00 organic DMAG expenditures by materiel,
operating overhead, direct civilian labor, and G&A for both pro-
grammed and repair work.  (Figure 2.1 does not display expenditures
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we categorized as neither programmed nor repair.  The largest such
“Other” categories are “Software” and “Exchangeables Service
Work.”)

“Materiel” covers the costs of all DMAG purchases from the SMAG.
Note that these are not actual costs to the Air Force as a whole, but
transfers from the DMAG to the SMAG.  Even if we see a strong rela-
tionship between activity levels and materiel costs, we cannot infer a
strong relationship between activity levels and actual costs to the Air
Force in the year of execution.

Operating overhead and G&A are clearly fixed costs in the year of ex-
ecution.  Note that operating overhead exceeds direct civilian labor
costs.  Direct civilian labor represents a distinct minority of organic
DMAG expenditures.

Direct civilian labor costs are the most likely cost category shown to
reflect a direct relationship between activity levels and actual costs to
the Air Force as a whole.  But, as noted above, they too may well dis-
play only a limited relationship in the year of execution.

ANALYSIS FOCI

We focused our analysis in several ways.  We examined only organic
expenditures attributed to MDs.  We looked at organic expenditures,
because over the period that our data cover, the Air Force gave
greater emphasis to tightening order-and-ship times between oper-
ating commands and repair facilities for organic than for contract fa-
cilities. Similarly, the Air Force gave greater emphasis to prioritizing
repairs in organic than in contract facilities.  Contract repair also re-
portedly experienced greater budget-induced turbulence over this
period than organic repair, because the Air Force tended to cut con-
tract repair more than organic repair when funds were short.  To
avoid the likely effects of all these factors, we focused on organic re-
pair, where we expected to see a cleaner relationship between actual
AFMC costs and operating command activity levels.

More prosaically, the organic H036A data are more detailed and de-
scriptive than contract H036A data.

Within organic DMAG expenditures, we looked at total repair costs
[or what H036A calls “Management of Items Subject to Repair
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(MISTR)” expenses], which is what the AFCAIG process emphasizes
in its treatment of variable costs.

As we will discuss, we took two perspectives on DMAG expenditures.
The first uses expenditures associated with completed JONs during a
month as the unit of observation.  This “official” version of the data
accords, as noted above, with the FY00 AFMC annual report.  The
second perspective analyzed “accrued” expenditures using monthly
first differences of work-in-progress expenditure totals.  Such first
differences measure changes in the value accumulated against JONs.

We restricted ourselves to MDs for which we had monthly fleet flying
hours as well as H036A expenditure data.  The flying hours data came
from the Air Force’s Multi-Echelon Resource and Logistics
Information Network (MERLIN) system, which obtains the data from
the Reliability and Maintainability Information System (REMIS).  We
analyzed the B-1, B-52, C-130, C-135, C-141, C-5, F-15, and F-16.

We have flying hours at the Mission Design Series (MDS) level (e.g.,
F-15Cs), but the H036A data tend to be only by MD (e.g., F-15s).

ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

Our basic estimation procedure was to estimate the parameters of
the equation

    
Expend t a b i FH t i

i

i
( ) ( ) ( ) ,= + − +

=

=
∑ ε

0

12

where Expend(t) is DMAG repair expenditures in month t in support
of this MD and FH(t – i) is total Air Force flying hours for this MD i
months prior to month t.  We regressed, for a given MD, monthly ex-
penditure data on current-month and 12 monthly lags of flying
hours.  We assume that the residual term, ε, is well behaved with zero
expectation, independence between observations, and a fixed vari-
ance.

If increasing flying hours increases expenditures, we expect the sum
of the 13 b(i) estimates to be positive.
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One could consider other potential cost drivers.  The number of ob-
servations (47 or 48, depending on whether we use accrued or official
expenditure data) limits the number of independent variables one
can consider.  Adding additional variables will probably require use
of a simpler lag structure.  The data force us to accept such analytic
trade-offs.  An alternative would be to add years to the database.  But
Air Force logistics policy has been dynamic enough since 1991 to
make additional years suspect; with each additional year of data, the
argument that we are measuring a stable underlying structure—one
of the assumptions of linear regression analysis—becomes harder to
sustain.  Also, H036A data were not readily available to us for years
before FY97.
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Chapter Three

LINKING DMAG EXPENDITURES TO OPERATING
COMMAND FLYING HOURS

Figure 3.1 roughly describes the DMAG’s position in the Air Force.1

The DMAG directly and indirectly supports the warfighter.  It pro-
vides PDM directly to the warfighter at the flight line.  It provides
component repair to the SMAG, which in turn provides serviceable
parts as needed to the flight line.  The SMAG covers all materiel in the
Materiel Support Division (MSD) and base supply.

Our econometric approach measures the extent of a relationship
between the wing flight line, where flying hours are measured, and
organic component repair shops in the DMAG.

DO MORE FLYING HOURS INCREASE DMAG
EXPENDITURES?

A series of conditions must hold true for increased flying hours to in-
crease DMAG expenditures.

First, more flying must generate more parts needing servicing.2  We
know that the Air Force expects flying hours to drive failures for only

______________ 
1Extensive flows of services, serviceable and unserviceable materiel, money, and in-
formation accompany the processes in the supply chain.  To keep things as simple as
possible, we depict only flows of services and serviceables from sources of supply and
repair to users.
2There is an extensive literature on the presence of uncertainty in the generation of
demand on the supply chain from flying hours.  See, for example, Brown (1956),
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Figure 3.1—The DMAG’s Position in the Air Force

a portion of its aircraft-related inventory.  In some cases, historical
data indicate that another driver—perhaps sorties, cycles, or opera-
tional hours—is a better predictor of failures.  Failure-induced de-
mand for many items is related to the size of the inventory, but not to
any specific activity level.  And for many items, no empirical relation-
ship has ever performed well enough to predict demand.  Items
falling into all of these categories drive workload in the DMAG.
Flying hours are relevant only to those items for which (1) flying
hours are the primary driver or (2) the primary driver is correlated
with flying hours.  Any relationship that we capture will be better de-

_____________________________________________________________ 
Hodges (1985), Crawford (1988), Cohen, Abell, and Lippiatt (1991), Adams, Abell, and
Isaacson (1993), Pyles and Shulman (1995), and Feinberg et al. (2001).
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fined as items with a demand driven by flying hours become more
dominant in DMAG’s workload.

Second, these failure-induced demands for additional parts must
pass from base maintenance into the SMAG.  That is, items that re-
quire servicing must generate a demand in base supply.  To the ex-
tent that base maintenance relies on cannibalized line replaceable
units (LRUs) or aircraft to fill a demand on the flight line, it can delay
the time at which a demand is generated in base supply.  Within the
SMAG, base supply must then pass an effective demand on to whole-
sale supply.  If base supply draws down a stock level, wholesale sup-
ply can decide not to fill it immediately and thereby avoid passing
the demand along.

In the last few years, operating commands have complained increas-
ingly that the SMAG was slow to fill depleted base-level stocks be-
cause doing so did not generate sales for the SMAG.  To the extent
that this is true, the link between a demand generated at the flight
line and a demand on the DMAG is further weakened.

Third, the SMAG must pass additional demands for replacement
parts on to the DMAG.  To do so, it must present a requisition and
commit resources to cover the cost of servicing the requisition.
Because Air Force policy on stock leveling allows the SMAG to receive
more requisitions than it can pay for, it will tend to pass on requisi-
tions first for items it will have the least difficulty selling to the oper-
ating commands.  That is, the SMAG may delay placing a demand on
the DMAG to avoid expenditures that would degrade its financial
performance.  In the extreme, if the SMAG buys too many parts from
the DMAG that it cannot sell, it may not have the financial capacity
to buy anything from the DMAG for some period, even if the DMAG
has resources available to commit to repair.

Fourth, the DMAG must perform additional work.  To do so, it must
(1) have all the parts required to perform the maintenance, including
an unserviceable carcass, and (2) give the repair enough priority to
induct the item in question.   Without the basic repair capacity and
priority, a specific induction can wait, loosening the link between the
operating command and depot-level maintenance costs.

Finally, this extra work must increase DMAG expenditures.  This as-
sumption is not trivial in that we believe the DMAG has a large num-
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ber of fixed costs that do not increase with workload.  In principle,
expenditures occur immediately when the DMAG commits civilian
labor to a task and pays for materiel and other inputs to support the
repair.  As noted above, it is not clear how closely H036A links any
repair action to recorded expenditures.  More broadly, any delays
between actual and recorded expenditures in other data systems that
the Air Force uses to manage depot maintenance will dampen the
link between an operating command and recorded costs in ways that
we cannot observe directly.

These concerns make each of the links necessary to connect flying
hours and DMAG expenditures problematic.  Some failures lead to
demands that pass through the supply chain extremely quickly.
Other failures generate demands that languish in the supply chain
and generate work in a DMAG shop long after, if ever.

A NOISY LINK

In sum, we expect the link between flying hours and recorded DMAG
expenditures to be very noisy.

The initial failure process is noisy.  Variance-to-mean ratios of 5 or
more have been observed for some parts.  See, for instance, Crawford
(1988).  With low probabilities of failure, there can be extreme vari-
ability from year to year in the number of failures generated by a
constant flying hour program.  This variability alone could prevent
an analytic method that is suitable for developing long-term cost fac-
tor averages from yielding useful information for any particular fu-
ture year.

Many demands upon the DMAG result not from flying hours but
from other measures of operating command activity levels.  These
exogenous demands are also likely to be highly stochastic, injecting
more variation in total DMAG demands that has no direct connec-
tion to flying hours at all.

Initial demands pass through the supply chain in idiosyncratic ways.
If the Air Force had optimized the supply chain and made decisions
at each level to support optimal outcomes, the link between operat-
ing command demands and DMAG costs might tighten.  Perhaps a
better system would attempt to (1) match repair actions to actual
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demands as closely as possible to avoid unnecessary costs, and (2)
standardize the pipeline lengths at as low a level as possible to re-
duce demand for pipeline inventories.

The distributed lag structure discussed at the end of the preceding
chapter could be estimated to link demand to DMAG cost, reflecting
the unavoidable delays in the pipeline.  However, it could be that the
basic lag structure for the logistics pipeline is stochastic and may not
be stable over significant periods of time, adding noise to any at-
tempt to identify the underlying structure.

High variance-to-mean ratios in initial demands, additional variabil-
ity added from demands not driven by flying hours, and a stochastic
lag structure lead to significant variability in demands placed upon
the DMAG in any period.  These challenges would suggest that, even
if both the underlying stochastic structure of each element in this
system and flying hours remained constant, the realized demands on
the DMAG would vary substantially over time.

In contrast, we know that DMAG overhead and G&A costs are fairly
stable.  Direct civilian labor is fairly stable.  So it is highly unlikely
that performed workload in DMAG shops will vary enough to ac-
commodate the demand variability implied by the above factors.
The DMAG will be managed to absorb this demand uncertainty in an
effort to keep its own direct civilian labor fairly steadily employed
and to limit variability in demand for materiel inputs from the SMAG.

How will such accommodation affect the link between demands in
the operating commands and reported costs in the DMAG?  Any
DMAG activity will accommodate such variation by working down
standing backlog or standing idle when shop capacity exceeds cur-
rent demand or allowing backlog to accumulate when current de-
mand exceeds shop capacity.  Changing the level of backlog simply
moves the time when the DMAG services any particular demand
from an operating command.  Such accommodation is likely to in-
troduce additional discretion that further dilutes any relationship be-
tween flying hours and DMAG costs.
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Chapter Four

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Our analysis produced three basic empirical findings.

• First, flying hours and DMAG organic repair expenditures varied
significantly over time for all weapon systems examined.  This
variation provided the basis for the remaining empirical analysis.

• Second, we found no strong patterns of results that suggest a
uniform relationship between flying hours and DMAG organic
repair expenditures across weapon systems.  To the extent that
any relationships exist, they differ substantially across systems.

• Third, the data suggest that increased flying hours may increase
subsequent DMAG expenditures associated with cargo-type air-
craft while reducing subsequent DMAG expenditures associated
with fighters and bombers.

This chapter discusses each of these findings in turn.

VARIABILITY IN FLYING HOURS AND DMAG ORGANIC
REPAIR EXPENDITURES

Both flying hours and DMAG organic repair expenditures vary con-
siderably month-to-month across all weapon systems studied.
Figure 4.1 illustrates this pattern for the C-135.  The early 1999 spike
in C-135 flight hours, for example, is related to North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) operations in the Balkans.
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Figure 4.1—C-135 Flying Hours and DMAG Organic Repair Expenditures

From a purely analytic point of view, the degree of variability in both
data series is a good thing.  Without it, we would be unable to mea-
sure any correlation between recorded DMAG organic expenditures
and operating command activity levels.  We worried initially that
careful management in the operating commands and in the DMAG
shops would prevent the variation we needed to proceed.  So this re-
sult is very important.

GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FLYING HOURS AND
DMAG ORGANIC REPAIR EXPENDITURES

We observed no straightforward relationship between the DMAG’s
organic repair expenditure and flying hour series that is consistent
across weapon systems.
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Viewing the same C-135 data a different way, Figure 4.2 plots quar-
terly C-135 flying hours against C-135 DMAG organic repair expendi-
tures covering FY97–FY00.  There is no obvious relationship.

The figure looks essentially the same if one looks at a quarterly lag of
flying hours as the independent variable.

Figure 4.3 uses the same C-135 data, but on a monthly basis.  Again,
there is no clear relationship between flying hours and DMAG or-
ganic repair spending.

Formalizing the intuition of Figures 4.1–4.3, Table 4.1 presents the
results of regressing C-135 DMAG organic repair expenditures on
current-month plus 12 monthly lags of C-135 fleet flying hours.
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Figure 4.2—Quarterly C-135 Flying Hours and DMAG Organic Repair
Expenditures
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Figure 4.3—Monthly C-135 Flying Hours and DMAG Organic Repair
Expenditures

None of the monthly fleet flying hour coefficient estimates is signifi-
cant in Table 4.1.  There is no clear evidence of C-135 fleet flying
hours influencing organic DMAG C-135 repair expenditures.

One possible problem with Table 4.1 is that the various lags of
monthly flying hours are highly correlated with one another, so the
estimation should be run with fewer independent variables.  To test
this hypothesis, we ran the stepwise regression procedure where it is
endogenously determined which independent variables should be
used in the model estimation.  Table 4.2 gives the result of the step-
wise estimation on these data.

The stepwise procedure resulted in a much more parsimonious re-
gression structure in that it had many fewer independent variables.
But, reiterating Table 4.1’s results, there is no immediate evidence
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Table 4.1

Monthly Organic C-135 DMAG Repair Expenditures
Regressed  on Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.25

F 0.89
Pr > F 0.57

Df SS

Regression 13 7.6E12
Residual 34 22.4E12
Total 47 30.0E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 4460558 2194804 2.03 0.05
Current month –6.35 60.98 –0.10 0.92

FH-1a –32.13 78.72 –0.41 0.69
FH-2 39.99 77.63 0.52 0.61
FH-3 –106.24 80.86 –1.31 0.20
FH-4 18.25 80.81 0.23 0.82
FH-5 63.22 81.58 0.77 0.44
FH-6 –152.17 85.53 –1.78 0.08
FH-7 82.67 83.40 0.99 0.33
FH-8 –25.57 83.81 –0.31 0.76
FH-9 –52.16 84.94 –0.61 0.54
FH-10 –91.09 81.40 –1.12 0.27
FH-11 159.26 81.66 1.95 0.06
FH-12 –70.92 65.71 –1.08 0.29

aFH-1 refers to fleet flying hours lagged one month, FH-2 is fleet flying hours
lagged two months, and so forth.

that C-135 fleet flying hours have a marked impact on DMAG organic
C-135 repair expenditures.

RELATIONSHIPS BASED ON ACCRUED EXPENDITURES

We were surprised at the month-to-month variability of the DMAG
expenditure data in the preceding figures.  One explanation, we be-
lieve, is that the DMAG does not systematically use accrual account-
ing.  Instead, expenditures are booked sporadically, i.e., when a JON
is closed out.  We undertook a work-in-progress monthly first-
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Table 4.2

Monthly Organic C-135 DMAG Repair Expenditures  Regressed
Stepwise on Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.11

F 2.84
Pr > F 0.07

Df SS

Regression 2 3.4E12
Residual 45 26.6E12
Total 47 30.0E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 1108024 726696 1.52 0.13
FH-10 –90.05 50.92 –1.77 0.08
FH-11 121.06 51.32 2.36 0.02

difference accrual adjustment for this phenomenon.  This
adjustment implies a divergence from the data in the AFMC FY00
annual report.  But we believe it more nearly captures the actual
expenditures incurred per month in DMAG shops.

To illustrate how our accrual adjustment process worked, Table 4.3
shows a specific JON (associated with C-130 work at Warner Robins
Air Force Base) and its progression of total organic expenditures
between September 1999 and June 2000.  This example illustrates
how the official tabulation method creates an artificially clustered
and lagged portrayal of expenditures relative to the accrued
methodology.

Figure 4.4 shows the C-135 organic repair expenditures, according to
the official H036A data, compared to the pattern using our accrual
adjustment.  The accrued repair expenditures show considerably less
month-to-month variability, as one would expect.

It turns out, however, that none of our results concerning the lack of
a consistent connection between flying hours and DMAG organic re-
pair expenditures is changed based on whether one uses official ver-
sus accrued expenditure data.  Table 4.4 gives the C-135 stepwise re-
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Table 4.3

Official and Accrued Expenditures of JON 00081B417

Month
Cumulative

Expenditures Official Accrued

September 1999 28872 0 28872
October 1999 332774 0 303902
November 1999 570108 0 237334
December 1999 888240 0 318132
January 2000 1185753 0 297513
February 2000 1185753 0 0
March 2000 1510393 0 324640
April 2000 1514941 0 4548
May 2000 1524771 0 9830
June 2000 1524775 1524775 4
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Figure 4.4—C-135 Flying Hours and DMAG Accrued Repair Expenditures
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Table 4.4

Monthly Organic C-135 DMAG Accrued Repair
Expenditures Regressed Stepwise on Monthly Fleet

Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 47

R-squared 0.24

F 6.79
Pr > F 0.00

Df SS

Regression 2 2.3E12
Residual 44 7.6E12
Total 46 10.0E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 21657 467958 0.05 0.96
FH-10 65.12 21.82 2.98 0.00
FH-12 34.78 21.84 1.59 0.12

gression results where the dependent variable is accrued repair ex-
penditures.  In Appendix A, we present similar analyses for other
weapon systems.

POTENTIALLY DIFFERENT PATTERNS FOR CARGO
AIRCRAFT AND FOR FIGHTERS AND BOMBERS

An interesting pattern emerges when we look at the implications of
the regressions estimated in a slightly different light.1  Suppose we
use these equations to ask how much accrued DMAG organic repair
expenditures would rise if flying hours rose by one hour.  Table 4.5
summarizes the results of asking this question in three different
ways.  It asks how an extra flying hour would affect accrued DMAG
expenditures over the 13-month period we have examined—the
month concurrent with the increase in flying and the 12 following
months.  Results differ depending on which form of the model we
use to answer this question.

______________ 
1The analysis that follows benefits from discussions with Ray Pyles.
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Table 4.5

How One Extra Flying Hour Affects Accrued DMAG
Organic Repair Expenditures Over 13 Months

System
Full

Regression
Stepwise

Regression
Constrained
Regression

C-130 $1401 $683 $689
C-135 $76 $100** $39
C-141 $194** $187** $182**
C-5 $1189 $1943* $1807
B-1 –$693 –$632* –$1027**
B-52 –$2879** –$2342** –$2132**
F-15 –$2089 – –$1716*
F-16 –$1710** –$1414** –$1560**

NOTE: * denotes a sum that is statistically significant at the 95% confi-
dence level; ** denotes 99% significance.

Column 1 lists the eight weapon systems studied.  Column 2 shows
the implication of applying a full regression, like that reported in
Table 4.1.  Column 3 shows the implication of applying a stepwise
regression, like that reported in Tables 4.2 and 4.4.  Column 4 shows
the implication of applying a full regression, but constraining all the
coefficients on flying hours to be equal.2  The asterisks show when
the sums of the relevant coefficient estimates are statistically signifi-
cantly different from zero.  Tables A.14 and A.15 provide more detail
on the estimations underlying Table 4.5.

The answers for each weapon system are roughly the same across
models, but the statistical significance of the findings varies consid-
erably.  That said, it is hard to dismiss a systematic difference in re-
sults for cargo aircraft and for fighters and bombers.  These results
suggest that an additional flying hour is likely to increase DMAG ex-
penditures relevant to cargo aircraft, but to decrease expenditures
relevant to fighters and bombers.  This was a totally unexpected out-
come.

Further work is required to determine whether this result is real and,
if it is, what causes it.  Our colleague, Ray Pyles, offers the following

______________ 
2Greg Hildebrandt suggested this type of model to test the robustness of our results in
the face of multicollinearity.  As the results in Table 4.5 demonstrate, the findings are
quite robust across the three functional forms.
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hypothesis as one worth exploring further:  Cargo and other support
aircraft tend to receive less ample spares levels than do bombers and
fighters because

• their aircraft availability goals are set lower,

• their de facto operating configuration (worldwide dispersed op-
erations) is ignored, thereby underestimating required safety
levels, and

• the C-5 and C-141 war reserve readiness spares package (RSP)
computations assume operations from one base instead of the
dispersed squadron deployment assumed for combat aircraft.

As a result, a support aircraft DLR demand surge (perhaps caused by
a higher operational tempo) will run through the available spares
more quickly than a proportional surge in combat aircraft DLR de-
mands.  Any additional demands will cause “holes” in aircraft, called
mission capability (MICAPs) failures, which receive higher priority in
both depot repair and transportation functions than other demands.
If demands increase in response to a forcewide operational tempo
surge, the combat aircraft will experience relatively fewer MICAPs
than support aircraft and more of the available DMAG repair capac-
ity will be devoted to the cargo and other support aircraft.  This
workload emphasis shifts because the SMAG and the DMAG work
with fixed overall budgets, and so can only reallocate workload to
minimize the worst effects of a demand surge.

Table 4.6 shows that the flying hours for the eight weapon systems
studied here do, in fact, tend to move together.  Cross correlations
are significant between almost all of these systems and are often
quite high.  This pattern lends credence to the Pyles hypothesis de-
scribed above.  We urge further research on the potential differential
treatment of the support and combat fleets in the depot system.

SUMMARY

The current method the Air Force uses to build budgets for the op-
erating commands to pay for DMAG services leads one to believe
that actual DMAG expenditures are proportional to flying hours and
that flying hours can explain the preponderance of DMAG expendi-
tures in any year.  The results reported here fail to support this view
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Table 4.6

Correlations of Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

System B-1 B-52 C-130 C-135 C-141 C-5 F-15

B-52 0.52**
C-130 0.58** 0.47**
C-135 0.36* 0.41** 0.66**
C-141 0.09 0.24 0.31* 0.46**
C-5 0.19 0.26 0.40** 0.43** 0.49**
F-15 0.67** 0.54** 0.76** 0.76** 0.37* 0.31*
F-16 0.70** 0.55** 0.84** 0.75** 0.38** 0.42** 0.91**

NOTE: * denotes a sum that is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level;
** denotes 99% significance.

in two different ways.  First, the specific relationships we find be-
tween DMAG organic repair expenditures and flying hours are quite
idiosyncratic across weapon systems.  Second, it may be that in-
creased flying hours increase DMAG expenditures for aircraft that
the Air Force gives relatively few spare parts and decrease DMAG ex-
penditures for aircraft that the Air Force favors with more spare
parts.  Whether or not this hypothesis turns out to be true on closer
examination, the current budgeting system clearly assumes a rela-
tionship between flying hours and actual costs in AFMC that is not
found if one examines the relationship between actual DMAG costs
and flying hours in the months preceding these costs.
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Chapter Five

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

We expected and found that many DMAG costs are unrelated to fly-
ing hours.  Programmed maintenance, by definition, is independent
of current operating command activity levels.  A sizable fraction of
DMAG expenditures goes to output-invariant costs like G&A and
overhead.  Also, government civilian worker regulations tend to
make labor costs hard to quickly reduce.  Indeed, analysis by
Wallace, Kem, and Nelson (1999) suggested that 80 percent of work-
ing capital fund costs are fixed with respect to the amount of depot-
level reparable sales.

Our multisystem data analysis found a variety of relationship pat-
terns between flying hours and organic DMAG expenditures, some in
the intuitive positive direction but others in the counterintuitive
negative direction.  These patterns are not consistent across aircraft.
Further, the estimated lag structures vary considerably, both in du-
ration and magnitude.

Figure 5.1 provides a conceptual portrayal of what we think is occur-
ring.  The rows show successive activities in the supply chain, from
initial activity at the flight line to the depot maintenance shop.
Within a row, time moves from left to right; the Xs show events at
each stage in the supply chain that can be traced back to the initial
flight-line activity.

At the top of Figure 5.1, we show flight-line activity, i.e., flying air-
craft.  Flying aircraft probably causes some removals at base, al-
though Bachman and Kruse (1994) report only low-to-moderate cor-
relation between flying hours and non-overhaul demand across 50
aviation systems.
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Figure 5.1—A Conceptualization of the Activity-to-Depot Process

Removals at base cause demands on base supply, but perhaps with
some lags.  Similarly, demands on base supply eventually translate
into demands on wholesale supply, but not instantaneously.
Managers in base and wholesale supply make a variety of discre-
tionary decisions that serve to diffuse the relationship between de-
mands at the flight line and depot-level activity.

Wholesale supply demands eventually translate into demands on
depot maintenance but, again, the process may be lagged based on
inventory status, the financial condition of the SMAG, and other
factors.

Depot maintenance demands do not instantaneously translate into
depot inductions because the depot system might have various
backlogs it is managing.  Only when work actually occurs do we see
depot-level expenditures recorded in H036A.  As depicted in Figure
5.1, these expenditures may considerably lag, by uncertain length,
the activity that ultimately generated the expenditures.
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We are not suggesting flying hours are irrelevant.  If the flying hour
program changes, we would expect total demand on depot shops to
increase.  However, (1) it will take a long time, (2) the exact effect in
any time period will be uncertain, (3) increased demand will not lead
to proportionally increased expenditures even in the long run, and
(4) until depot capacity actually changes, increased demand is more
likely to increase the backlog than to increase expenditures in the
depot.

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO BUDGETING

Our empirical findings are consistent with an alternative approach to
budgeting.  This analysis suggests, and other analyses support the
view, that the DMAG has significant fixed costs that we would not
expect to change with any measure of activity level in the operating
commands.  The current AFCAIG process recognizes that PDM costs
should be viewed in this way.

We believe that many AFMC costs considered variable in the major
command budgeting process are also, in all probability, fixed in any
year of execution.  For example, G&A and overhead costs account for
large portions of DMAG component repair costs but are unlikely to
respond much to changes in repair workload in the depot.

Our empirical results suggest that even costs that many would link
directly to component repair costs, like the costs of direct civilian la-
bor, do not vary proportionately with operating command activity
levels in the months leading up to the month when AFMC incurred
these costs.  In all likelihood, DMAG costs this year depend on past
decisions about capacity that affect labor costs today.  Tentative re-
sults in the previous chapter also raise the possibility that past in-
vestment decisions about spares parts may affect DMAG costs today
in unexpected ways.  Both labor and materiel costs today may be
driven more by past investment decisions than by current activity
levels.  These results suggest that the Air Force should not budget for
costs associated with direct civilian labor or materiel costs in the
DMAG shops by assuming that they are related to flying hours that
occurred in the year leading up to the month in which the DMAG in-
curred these costs.  The logic offered here about uncertainty, lags,
discretionary action in the supply chain, and workload smoothing in
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the DMAG shops helps us understand why no such correlation need
be present.

If actual current costs in the DMAG do not depend much on current
activity levels in the operating commands, budgeting for these costs
is more likely to succeed if it addresses the factors that do drive
DMAG costs.  Suppose current costs in the DMAG depend more on
current depot repair capacity than on current activity levels in the
operating commands.  The Air Force, in effect, chooses a level of
component repair capability in AFMC each year and programs re-
sources to provide that capability.  In fact, to be successful, ongoing
efforts to implement agile combat support and an expeditionary Air
Force must focus on proactively choosing a flexible maintenance ca-
pability that can meet future uncertain demands when they arise.
Total flying hours in any year is only one factor relevant to the design
and sizing of such a capability.  There is no reason to expect that ag-
ile depot-level support for expeditionary forces should display a cost
structure that is proportional to flying hours.  Once a robust, flexible
depot repair capability is in place, the variable cost of servicing indi-
vidual flying hours is likely to be small.

We have looked directly only at budgeting in this analysis.  But if the
empirical results presented here hold up to additional investigation,
this budgeting analysis raises questions about WCF pricing as well.
The literature on optimal internal transfer prices is clear that prices
should reflect the decisions they are designed to inform.  If they in-
form investment decisions, they should reflect all future costs of in-
vestment; if they inform the ongoing use of existing assets, they
should reflect only marginal costs associated with marginal use of
these assets.  Fixed or sunk costs that do not vary with output levels
are irrelevant to prices that inform decisions about output.  See
Baldwin and Gotz (1998).

In this case, WCF prices should reflect information on how the costs
of WCF activities, including DMAG shops, vary in response to
changes in the operating commands’ demand for the services pro-
vided by these activities.  Our analysis suggests that DMAG costs in
any month may vary little in response to changes in the operating
commands’ demand in the year leading up to that month.  The costs
move around within the DMAG as the DMAG shifts its attention from
one class of repair activities to another.  But if total capacity utiliza-
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tion does not change much in response to a surge in demand,
marginal costs are likely to be quite low.  This finding raises ques-
tions about the structure of WCF prices.  If AFMC can better budget
for funds to cover significant DMAG costs than can the operating
commands, perhaps AFMC should take this responsibility and re-
move relevant funds from the WCF altogether.

This observation accords with skepticism about the appropriateness
of current WCF pricing policies expressed in Camm and Shulman
(1993), Baldwin and Gotz (1998), Keating and Gates (1999), and
Brauner et al. (2000).

The new approach to cost recovery and pricing recommended by the
Air Force Spares Campaign represents a useful step toward a pricing
structure consistent with the findings reported here.  Under this
proposal, AFMC would receive a budget to pay for all MSD costs not
driven by operating command activity levels.  Based on the
prevailing wisdom about what AFMC costs are variable, the new cost
recovery and pricing proposal suggests that WCF prices would
include only direct labor and materiel costs.  Our empirical findings
suggest that these costs are not proportional to flying hours either, at
least not within a specific year.  Our findings suggest that even a
larger portion of AFMC costs might be removed from the WCF and
be budgeted for directly by AFMC.  Further analysis of the existing
cost structure in AFMC is needed to determine what variable costs an
operating command actually imposes on AFMC when it demands a
specific service.  It is quite possible that operating commands im-
pose costs on AFMC mainly by demanding capacity, not individual
repairs.  To the extent that this is true, it might be appropriate to ori-
ent prices to annual fees for capacity rather than individual repair
transactions.

IMPROVED SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION

These thoughts about budgeting and pricing focus on the Air Force
supply chain as it currently operates.  At any time, budgeting and
pricing methods should be compatible with the supply chain as it
currently operates.  But the supply chain can also improve over time.
One way to react to the empirical results reported here is to conclude
that the supply chain is not working as well as it could.  Certainly,
Figure 5.1 does not portray a well-integrated supply chain.  If it turns
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out that indeed an increase in flying hours systematically shifts
DMAG focus from combat to support aircraft, the constraints in the
supply chain that cause this behavior should be removed.

If the supply chain were better integrated, DMAG expenditures
would be better aligned with current activity levels in the operating
commands.  Once alignment improved, Air Force budgeting and
pricing processes should recognize the change and adjust to reflect
an appropriate link between budgets and prices on the one hand and
activity levels in the operating commands on the other.
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Appendix A

DMAG EXPENDITURES—FLEET FLYING HOUR
REGRESSIONS

In Chapter Four, we found a limited connection between C-135 fleet
flying hours and C-135 DMAG organic repair expenditures.  In this
appendix, we develop parallel analyses for seven other MDs:  the B-1,
B-52, C-130, C-141, C-5, F-15, and F-16.  Our broad-brush finding is
that there is no evidence of a consistent, cross-system, positive flying
hour link to DMAG organic repair expenditures.

We first replicate Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for other systems and assess the
relationship between official (consistent with the FY00 AFMC annual
report) DMAG organic repair expenditures and fleet flight hours.  We
then replicate and expand upon Tables 4.4 and 4.5 using accrued,
rather than official, repair expenditure data.

OTHER SYSTEMS’ LINK BETWEEN OFFICIAL DMAG REPAIR
EXPENDITURES AND FLEET FLYING HOURS

Table A.1 shows the results of regressing official organic B-1 DMAG
expenditures on contemporaneous and 12 monthly lags of B-1 fleet
flying hours.  Only the current-month flying hour coefficient is posi-
tive and significant.  A number of other months have negative point
estimates.

As in the C-135 case, we accompany our full regression results with
results of stepwise regression.  Stepwise regression endogenously
chooses which independent variables to include.  The resultant re-
gression is typically more parsimonious, and arguably more appro-
priate, than the full regression.
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Table A.1

Monthly Organic B-1 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on
Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.35

F 1.43
Pr > F 0.20

Df SS

Regression 13 1.4E12
Residual 34 2.6E12
Total 47 4.0E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 578019 856755 0.67 0.50
Current month 558.51 203.84 2.74 0.01
FH-1 113.05 191.11 0.59 0.56
FH-2 171.83 166.43 1.03 0.31
FH-3 0.58 165.74 0.00 1.00
FH-4 44.12 171.86 0.26 0.80
FH-5 –148.57 170.49 –0.87 0.39
FH-6 21.71 167.36 0.13 0.90
FH-7 –146.23 168.16 –0.87 0.39
FH-8 –10.08 170.32 –0.06 0.95
FH-9 –191.97 166.76 –1.15 0.26
FH-10 –29.49 162.55 –0.18 0.86
FH-11 –78.57 166.11 –0.47 0.64
FH-12 –330.48 174.99 –1.89 0.07

In Table A.2, we show the stepwise results for the B-1 case.  Again,
the current-month coefficient estimate is positive and significant.
However, the negative coefficient estimates for months 7, 9, and 12
imply that increased flying hours eventually have a negative effect on
DMAG organic repair expenditures, netting out the positive effect of
the current-month coefficient with the negatives in months 7, 9, and
12.

We conclude that there is little evidence of a persistent positive im-
pact of B-1 fleet flying hours on official B-1 DMAG organic repair ex-
penditures.
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Table A.2

Monthly Organic B-1 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed
Stepwise on Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.29

F 4.49
Pr > F 0.00

Df SS

Regression 4 1.2E12
Residual 43 2.9E12
Total 47 4.0E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 801755 461596 1.74 0.09
Current month 550.03 173.19 3.18 0.00
FH-7 –195.70 131.45 –1.49 0.14
FH-9 –202.85 134.76 –1.51 0.14
FH-12 –294.35 148.96 –1.98 0.05

Table A.3 presents results for the B-52.  No monthly lag of fleet flying
hours has a significant effect.

Table A.4 presents stepwise results for the B-52.  All three chosen
monthly lags have negative fleet flying hour coefficient estimates.

The B-52 shows no evidence of fleet flying hours increasing official
DMAG organic repair expenditures.

Table A.5 presents the now-familiar pattern of no statistically signifi-
cant flying hour coefficients, this time for the C-130.

The stepwise procedure (Table A.6) reduced the number of C-130
independent variables to only the five-month lag.  The five-month
lag coefficient estimate is positive but statistically insignificant.

Table A.7 presents regression results for the C-141.  The eight-month
lag has the lone statistically significant coefficient estimate and it is
negative.
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Table A.3

Monthly Organic B-52 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on Monthly
Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.40

F 1.75
Pr > F 0.10

Df SS

Regression 13 4.0E12
Residual 34 5.9E12
Total 47 9.9E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 5210804 1286554 4.05 0.00
Current month –110.58 278.43 –0.40 0.69
FH-1 –248.61 274.56 –0.91 0.37
FH-2 192.33 273.11 0.70 0.49
FH-3 –250.37 272.94 –0.92 0.37
FH-4 –425.17 256.59 –1.66 0.11
FH-5 –489.28 265.98 –1.84 0.07
FH-6 –193.82 250.38 –0.77 0.44
FH-7 –427.85 263.64 –1.62 0.11
FH-8 86.07 260.18 0.33 0.74
FH-9 187.41 259.38 0.72 0.47
FH-10 –198.27 258.76 –0.77 0.45
FH-11 –287.77 258.21 –1.11 0.27
FH-12 –242.48 272.29 –0.89 0.38

Curiously, the C-141 stepwise procedure (Table A.8) reduces the
result to just a six-month lag.  Its coefficient estimate is statistically
significant and positive but fairly small.

We had to handle the C-5 regression differently.  Figure A.1 illustrates
the problem:  recorded C-5 DMAG organic repair expenditures
plummeted in early to mid calendar year 2000.  We believe this data
problem relates to the relocation of C-5 organic repair work from the
closing Kelly Air Force Base to Warner Robins Air Force Base.  The
new Warner Robins C-5 expenditures do not seem to be registering
in H036A.
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Table A.4

Monthly Organic B-52 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed Stepwise on
Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.26

F 5.16
Pr > F 0.00

Df SS

Regression 3 2.6E12
Residual 44 7.3E12
Total 47 9.9E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 3090856 614185 5.03 0.00
FH-3 –337.12 220.56 –1.53 0.13
FH-4 –460.44 220.45 –2.09 0.04
FH-7 –477.32 197.67 –2.41 0.02

To address this problem, our C-5 analyses run up to December 1999,
not September 2000 as was the case for other systems.

Table A.9 finds no monthly lags with a significant relationship be-
tween C-5 DMAG official organic repair expenditures and C-5 fleet
flying hours.

Table A.10 finds only a negative and insignificant relationship be-
tween two-month lagged C-5 fleet hours and official C-5 DMAG or-
ganic repair expenditures.

Table A.11 finds no statistically significant F-15 coefficients.

Indeed, the stepwise procedure degenerated for the F-15.  No inde-
pendent variables beyond the intercept term met the criterion for
inclusion.  Such a result is evidence of the apparent irrelevance of F-
15 fleet flying hours on F-15 organic DMAG repair expenditures.

Table A.12 presents F-16 results.  Unlike some other systems, four
months’ variables have statistically significant coefficient estimates
(current month, months 5, 8, and 12), but the last three estimates are
negative.
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Table A.5

Monthly Organic C-130 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on Monthly
Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.19

F 0.63
Pr > F 0.81

Df SS

Regression 13 9.9E13
Residual 34 41.2E13
Total 47 51.2E13

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept –14820582 17319230 –0.86 0.40
Current month 897.72 501.71 1.79  0.08
FH-1 133.36 472.00 0.28 0.78
FH-2 0.73 469.16 0.00 1.00
FH-3 96.43 484.42 0.20 0.84
FH-4 –292.61 507.08 –0.58 0.57
FH-5 569.77 515.10 1.11 0.28
FH-6 238.87 526.88 0.45 0.65
FH-7 –102.17 513.12 –0.20 0.84
FH-8 57.48 501.11 0.11 0.91
FH-9 13.45 502.28 0.03 0.98
FH-10 175.45 502.41 0.35 0.73
FH-11 –12.54 500.34 –0.03 0.98
FH-12 –703.97 504.90 –1.39 0.17

The stepwise finding (Table A.13) for the F-16 is analogous.  More
months are included than was true for other MDs, but all but the
current month’s point estimate are negative.

OTHER SYSTEMS’ LINK BETWEEN ACCRUED DMAG REPAIR
EXPENDITURES AND FLEET FLYING HOURS

We replicated the preceding analyses using accrued, rather than of-
ficial, DMAG repair expenditures.  We again undertook full (current
month and 12 monthly lags) and stepwise regression.  We also esti-
mated a “flying hour sum” regression in which only a constant term
and the sum of the current and 12 monthly lags of flying hours are
independent variables.  As noted in Chapter Four, Greg Hildebrandt
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Table A.6

Monthly Organic C-130 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed
Stepwise on Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.05

F 2.36
Pr > F 0.13

Df SS

Regression 1 2.5E13
Residual 46 48.7E13
Total 47 51.2E13

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept –1096530 4211147 –0.26 0.80
FH-5 334.19 217.76 1.53 0.13

suggested this additional estimation to assuage concerns about
highly colinear independent variables.

In the interest of parsimony, Table A.14 presents the three types of
results for cargo/tanker MDs (C-130, C-135, C-141, and C-5).  The FH
coefficient sum is the sum of the 13 flying hour coefficient estimates.
The asterisks show when the sums are statistically significantly dif-
ferent from zero.

We would like to highlight two points in Table A.14.  First, the four
systems’ results are different on a number of dimensions:  regression
R-squared, monthly lags chosen in the stepwise regression, and the
sign and magnitude of the intercept terms.

What unifies the four cargo/tanker systems is that each shows a net
positive effect, under all three estimation procedures, of flying hours
on accrued organic DMAG repair expenditures.  Only in some of the
cases, however, is the net effect estimate statistically significantly
positive.  In general, the findings suggest (although the timing and
magnitude of the effects vary) that increasing cargo/tanker flying
hours eventually results in more DMAG expenditures.

The smaller scale of the “flying hour sum” coefficient estimates is not
a surprise.  In the first two regressions, each regression coefficient
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Table A.7

Monthly Organic C-141 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on Monthly
Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.29

F 1.08
Pr > F 0.41

Df SS

Regression 13 9.2E12
Residual 34 22.3E12
Total 47 31.5E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept –19541 653263 –0.03 0.98
Current month –564.23 288.30 –1.96 0.06
FH-1 292.10 332.47 0.88 0.39
FH-2 84.72 315.07 0.27 0.79
FH-3 173.96 295.80 0.59 0.56
FH-4 –347.17 298.11 –1.16 0.25
FH-5 97.12 299.09 0.32 0.75
FH-6 336.54 282.53 1.19 0.24
FH-7 167.64 306.70 0.55 0.59
FH-8 –676.55 334.22 –2.02 0.05
FH-9 342.04 357.95 0.96 0.35
FH-10 30.69 344.69 0.09 0.93
FH-11 19.79 322.97 0.06 0.95
FH-12 182.55 257.19 0.71 0.48

represents the total effect of an increase of one flying hour on DMAG
expenditures.  The “flying hour sum” coefficient, by contrast, repre-
sents the one-month estimate of an effect that will, in total, last for 13
months (the current month through 12 months from now, inclusive).
Roughly speaking, we expect the FH coefficient sums to be 13 times
larger than the “flying hour sum” coefficients.  To adjust for this scale
difference, Table 4.5’s “constrained regression” coefficient estimates
are 13 times the “flying hour sum” coefficients shown here.

As shown in Table A.15, the opposite finding holds for bombers and
fighters.  Each of these MDs has a negative coefficient estimate of the
cumulative effect of fleet flying hours on accrued organic DMAG
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repair expenditures.  Only in some of the cases, however, are the net
coefficient estimates statistically significantly different from zero.

Table A.8

Monthly Organic C-141 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed
Stepwise on Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.11

F 5.75
Pr > F 0.02

Df SS

Regression 1 3.5E12
Residual 46 28.0E12
Total 47 31.5E12

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 320991 533690 0.60 0.55
FH-6 145.06 60.48 2.40 0.02
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Figure A.1—C-5 Flying Hours and DMAG Organic Repair Expenditures
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Table A.9

Monthly Organic C-5 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on Monthly
Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–December 1999

Observations 39

R-squared 0.30

F 0.82
Pr > F 0.63

Df SS

Regression 13 3.1E14
Residual 25 7.3E14
Total 38 10.4E14

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 15048044 17293789 0.87 0.39
Current month 1989.64 1326.31 1.50 0.15
FH-1 –830.10 1381.62 –0.60 0.55
FH-2 –2039.65 1331.21 –1.53 0.14
FH-3 –283.29 1340.47 –0.21 0.83
FH-4 –1523.72 1335.85 –1.14 0.26
FH-5 1143.22 1368.99 0.84 0.41
FH-6 1463.44 1381.39 1.06 0.30
FH-7 315.45 1358.94 0.23 0.82
FH-8 1439.26 1319.45 1.09 0.29
FH-9 –500.63 1309.75 –0.38 0.71
FH-10 –1127.90 1307.92 –0.86 0.40
FH-11 –994.59 1402.51 –0.71 0.48
FH-12 1358.81 1394.61 0.97 0.34
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Table A.10

Monthly Organic C-5 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed
Stepwise on Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–December 1999

Observations 39

R-squared 0.08

F 3.14
Pr > F 0.08

Df SS

Regression 1 0.8E14
Residual 37 9.6E14
Total 38 10.4E14

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 27414613 5806349 4.72 0.00
FH-2 –1996.32 1127.32 –1.77 0.08
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Table A.11

Monthly Organic F-15 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on
Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.17

F 0.52
Pr > F 0.89

Df SS

Regression 13 1.7E14
Residual 34 8.4E14
Total 47 10.1E14

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 36889295 28021708 1.32 0.20
Current month –276.13 694.82 –0.40 0.69
FH-1 249.50 546.98 0.46 0.65
FH-2 –456.75 560.78 –0.81 0.42
FH-3 –369.06 559.49 –0.66 0.51
FH-4 –43.06 557.15 –0.08 0.94
FH-5 330.93 556.92 0.59 0.56
FH-6 –429.94 551.22 –0.78 0.44
FH-7 –381.70 542.67 –0.70 0.49
FH-8 –119.40 542.79 –0.22 0.83
FH-9 –239.95 555.34 –0.43 0.67
FH-10 –3.30 555.98 –0.01 1.00
FH-11 –837.79 549.37 –1.53 0.14
FH-12 535.59 700.16 0.76 0.45
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Table A.12

Monthly Organic F-16 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed on Monthly
Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.58

F 3.64
Pr > F 0.00

Df SS

Regression 13 1.6E14
Residual 34 1.1E14
Total 47 2.7E14

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 57265168 10987197 5.21 0.00
Current month 372.36 162.90 2.29 0.03
FH-1 –226.72 125.51 –1.81 0.08
FH-2 –251.24 131.88 –1.91 0.07
FH-3 –6.72 130.59 –0.05 0.96
FH-4 –29.28 138.71 –0.21 0.83
FH-5 –498.21 141.93 –3.51 0.00
FH-6 55.52 140.31 0.40 0.69
FH-7 87.27 138.02 0.63 0.53
FH-8 –539.78 136.80 –3.95 0.00
FH-9 –178.05 133.11 –1.34 0.19
FH-10 118.64 131.33 0.90 0.37
FH-11 –189.28 126.44 –1.50 0.14
FH-12 –506.73 163.62 –3.10 0.00
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Table A.13

Monthly Organic F-16 DMAG Repair Expenditures Regressed Stepwise on
Monthly Fleet Flying Hours, FY97–FY00

Observations 48

R-squared 0.55

F 7.00
Pr > F 0.00

Df SS

Regression 7 1.5E14
Residual 40 1.2E14
Total 47 2.7E14

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 55928745 7985698 7.00 0.00
Current month 373.46 145.06 2.57 0.01
FH-1 –186.90 107.44 –1.74 0.09
FH-2 –296.74 105.05 –2.82 0.01
FH-5 –426.34 104.74 –4.07 0.00
FH-8 –517.77 100.82 –5.14 0.00
FH-11 –209.96 103.94 –2.02 0.05
FH-12 –481.66 153.43 –3.14 0.00
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Table A.14

Cargo/Tanker Aircraft Accrued Expenditure—Flying Hour Estimations,
FY97–FY00

C-130 C-135 C-141 C-5

Full R-squared 0.3986 0.3600 0.5852 0.4043
Full F 1.68 1.43 3.58 1.25
Pr > F 0.1121 0.1988 0.0015 0.3051
Intercept –21093207 404572 –265733 10668207
Current month 1318** 11 9 527
FH-1 205 –23 204 738
FH-2 190 –14 –157 –856
FH-3 –130 11 –121 416
FH-4 303 –18 126 1128
FH-5 169 71 40 –737
FH-6 149 –80 –67 –346
FH-7 –17 24 91 238
FH-8 279 1 –59 826
FH-9 83 7 –104 –752
FH-10 –217 45 102 1084
FH-11 –111 9 –141 –910
FH-12 –820* 32 271* –167
FH coefficient sum 1401 76 194** 1189

Stepwise R-squared 0.3213 0.2358 0.5153 0.1713
Stepwise F 6.79 6.79 23.39 3.62
Pr > F 0.0008 0.0027 0.0001 0.0374
Intercept –7335033 21657 –321397 6536509
Current month 1325**
FH-1
FH-2
FH-3
FH-4 408* 1050
FH-5
FH-6
FH-7
FH-8 893
FH-9 –89
FH-10 65**
FH-11
FH-12 –1050** 35 276**
FH coefficient sum 683 100** 187** 1943*

Flying sum R-squared 0.0175 0.0077 0.3853 0.0324
Flying sum F 0.80 0.35 28.21 1.21
Pr > F 0.3752 0.5571 0.0000 0.2795
Intercept –8156751 962595 –136989 7226919
Flying hour sum 53 3 14** 139

NOTE:  * denotes a coefficient estimate that is statistically significant at the 95% confi-
dence level; ** denotes 99% significance.
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Table A.15

Bomber/Fighter Aircraft Accrued Expenditure—Flying Hour Estimations,
FY97–FY00

B-1 B-52 F-15 F-16

Full R-squared 0.3328 0.5410 0.1900 0.7495
Full F 1.27 2.99 0.60 7.60
Pr > F 0.2810 0.0054 0.8401 0.0001
Intercept 1894771* 6057260** 37530593 55022814**
Current month 274 –385 –336 42
FH-1 27 –311 57 –215**
FH-2 100 –335 –225 –89
FH-3 –30 –169 –571 –120
FH-4 –207 –307 –2 –215**
FH-5 –42 –394* 337 –174*
FH-6 –38 –368 –472 –143*
FH-7 –110 –341 –310 –107
FH-8 –168 –254 –300 –132
FH-9 –47 –128 –249 –238**
FH-10 –12 110 275 –97
FH-11 –97 –41 –910 –104
FH-12 –343* 44 617 –118
FH coefficient sum –693 –2879** –2089 –1710**

Stepwise R-squared 0.2887 0.4739 0.6579
Stepwise F 4.26 6.00 12.82
Pr > F 0.0055 0.0002 0.0001
Intercept 1767400** 5069030** 46558775**
Current month 257 –479**
FH-1 –259**
FH-2 –333
FH-3
FH-4 –257* –292 –282**
FH-5 –480** –243**
FH-6 –346*
FH-7 –412*
FH-8 –277* –208**
FH-9 –294**
FH-10
FH-11
FH-12 –355** –128*
FH coefficient sum –632* –2342** –1414**

Flying sum R-squared 0.1514 0.2738 0.0234 0.5216
Flying sum F 8.03 16.97 1.08 49.07
Pr > F 0.0069 0.0002 0.3045 0.0000
Intercept 2541950 4720745 32037630 50716508
Flying hour sum –79** –164** –132 –120**

NOTE:  * denotes a coefficient estimate that is statistically significant at the 95% confi-
dence level; ** denotes 99% significance.
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Appendix B

THE PERILS OF CROSS-SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Appendix A demonstrated that there is little consistent, cross-system,
short-term relationship between fleet flying hours and DMAG repair
expenditures.  We note in this appendix, however, that if one aggre-
gates flying hour and expenditure data across systems, one can find a
spurious positive and significant relationship between fleet flying
hours and DMAG repair expenditures.
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Figure B.1—Eight MDs’ Flying Hours and DMAG Repair Expenditures
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To illustrate this phenomenon, Figure B.1 plots the natural log of an-
nual official DMAG organic repair expenditures against the natural
log of annual fleet flying hours.  There are 31 observations in Figure
B.1:  four fiscal years (FY97–FY00) for seven MDs (B-1, B-52, C-130, C-
135, C-141, F-15, and F-16) and three fiscal years of the C-5 (we
omitted FY00 because of data problems).

The regression line in Figure B.1 plots the regression findings shown
in Table B.1.

How is it, then, that data that show no consistent flying hour influ-
ence on DMAG repair expenditures show a positive and significant
impact of the natural log of flying hours on the natural log of DMAG
expenditures when analyzed across systems?

The explanation, we believe, is that cross-system data aggregate two
systems that do not fly a large number of hours and do not cost an
enormous amount of money (the B-1 and B-52) with three systems
that both fly more and cost more in aggregate (the C-130, F-15, and
F-16).  The C-5 is the high-center outlier in Figure B.1:  C-5s cost a
surprisingly large amount given their number of flying hours.

Table B.1

Multisystem Regression of Natural Log of Annual Organic DMAG Repair
Expenditures Regressed on Natural Log of Annual Fleet Flying Hours,

FY97–FY00

Observations 31

R-squared 0.38

F 17.95
Pr > F 0.00

Df SS

Regression 1 15.593
Residual 29 25.193
Total 30 40.786

Coefficient SE T-Statistic P-Value

Intercept 8.9820 1.9442 4.62 0.00
LN(flying hours) 0.7139 0.1685 4.24 0.00
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Our verdict is that cross-system estimations of this sort are spurious
in suggesting a positive and significant linkage between fleet flying
hours and DMAG repair expenditures.
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Appendix C

COSTS, PRICES, AND BUDGETING FACTORS:
BACKGROUND NOTES

It is easy to confuse concepts like “cost,” “price,” and “budgeting fac-
tor.”  This appendix reviews these concepts, distinguishes them, and
explains how they relate to the work in the text.

SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS

A “cost” is the value of something that an organization gives up when
it does something:  The activity of depot maintenance imposes a cost
on the Air Force by consuming real resources that the Air Force has
the right to use and that it cannot use elsewhere when it decides to
use these resources in depot maintenance.  Two kinds of costs are
important to think about.  One is a cost when the Air Force pays to
get or use an asset or service from someone else.  For example,

• The Air Force pays its workers wages and benefits in exchange for
their services.

• The Air Force pays a contractor or other government organiza-
tion to repair a component.

• The Air Force buys a spare part or equipment or pays for the
construction of a facility.

In each case, money passes from Air Force accounts to external par-
ties.  The second cost is the opportunity cost of using assets that the
Air Force owns or controls the rights to—it has already paid for the
rights to use.  For example,
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• The Air Force uses a test stand to repair one item rather than
another.

• The Air Force asks a full-time employee to spend her time repair-
ing an item rather than going to a training class.

In each case, the Air Force experiences no direct cash flow, but it uses
up a valuable asset under its control that it could have applied in an-
other way.

These costs are the real costs relevant to planning when the Air Force
makes investments, when it uses the assets it has invested in, and
when it buys additional goods or services.  When it makes invest-
ments, it wants to consider the money cost of the investment.  When
it uses assets it has invested in, it wants to consider their value of al-
ternative uses.  When it buys additional goods and services, it wants
to consider the money cost of these purchases.

A “price” is a transfer between two parties.  One party pays the price
and experiences it as a cost, because it could have used the money
spent to buy something else.  The other party receives the price and
experiences it as income.  This income gives the seller resources it
can use to buy things it needs.

The Air Force uses internal transfer prices to transfer funds between
its operating commands and AFMC.  Operating commands pay
prices to the SMAG for spares and component repair services.
Operating commands pay prices to the DMAG for programmed de-
pot maintenance and engine overhauls.  DMAG pays prices to SMAG
for parts; SMAG pays DMAG prices for component repair.  All of
these prices are simply transfers from one Air Force fund to another;
in themselves, they impose no real costs on the Air Force as a whole
and generate no income for the Air Force as a whole.  Rather, each
use of a price imposes a cost on one Air Force organization and gen-
erates income for another Air Force organization.

As long as the operating commands must turn to AFMC for support,
DMAG must turn to SMAG, and SMAG must turn to DMAG, these
internal transfer prices do not create the high-powered incentives
typically attributed to prices in a free market.  The existence of these
prices typically motivates buyers and sellers to seek ways to escape
the locked relationships they have with one another.  But as long as
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the players are locked together, such prices function primarily to
transfer funds from one administrative claimant to another.

A “budgeting factor” is a parameter the Air Force uses to construct
future budgets for specific Air Force organizations.  For example, as
defined above, DMAG needs a budget to pay all the external parties
who provide assets and other goods and services that the Air Force
needs for depot maintenance.  SMAG needs a budget to pay the ex-
ternal parties who supply assets and other goods and services that
the Air Force needs to procure reparable and consumable parts.
Each of these organizations develops its own budget, anticipating
what payments it will have to make to provide the depot-level main-
tenance and supply support the Air Force needs.  But the Air Force
does not fund these organizations directly.  Rather, the Air Force
funds its operating commands, which then administratively transfer
funds to DMAG and SMAG through prices.  The Air Force uses bud-
geting factors tied to key “cost drivers” in the operating commands to
construct the commands’ budgets.  Keep in mind that the “costs” in
question are not costs to the Air Force—which the DMAG and SMAG
must cover each year—but costs to the operating commands in the
form of the prices they pay for DMAG and SMAG services.  DMAG
and SMAG then make decisions that seek to generate enough income
to cover the budgets they have developed to define their expected
costs during any year.

For simplicity, the discussion above says nothing about timing.
Timing can be important because

• The Air Force records an event—for example, a payment—at a
different time than it actually occurs, creating uncertainty about
actual timing.

• Discount rates and inflation rates affect the meaning of costs,
prices, and budgeting factors stated for different dates.

• An announcement at one date can affect actions at another date,
transferring the time at which an organization experiences the
effects of those actions.  For example, if an organization obligates
money today or even expects today to obligate money in the fu-
ture, it may experience elements of the “real cost” associated
above with an actual expenditure, which could come at a much
later date.  Similarly, a proposed budget may lead an organiza-
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tion to act before authorizations, appropriations, and a final
budget define the money it will actually have available.

These timing factors can be critical.  They need to be considered in
the particular circumstances of any policy issue.

Costs, prices, and budgeting factors all have incentive effects.  Costs
by definition constrain any organization’s alternatives.  An organiza-
tion naturally asks whether the value it gets from a good, services, or
decision exceeds its cost.  If value is not high enough, the organiza-
tion must ask why it needs the good or service or why it should make
the decision.

By transferring money, prices impose costs on the buyer and gener-
ate income for the seller.  Economists often argue that prices should
be designed to align the incentives faced by buyer and seller; the
price should reflect the real cost to the seller, so that the buyer agrees
to pay the price only when the value of the transaction to itself ex-
ceeds the true cost of the transaction to the seller.  When buyer and
seller are locked together, such decisions cannot occur.  When prices
are not meant to inform decisions, it is best to design them for ad-
ministrative simplicity and to coordinate them with budgeting fac-
tors to ensure that the financial management system does not artifi-
cially constrain the substantive performance of the supply chain.
Such actions in effect seek to wash maladaptive incentives out of an
internal transfer pricing system.

Over the long turn, budgeting factors can have incentive effects if the
organization being funded asks how a budgeting factor compares
with the cost it expects to perform the activity in question.  For ex-
ample, an operating command could try to increase flying hours if
the budgeting factor it received for flying hours were too high and to
cut flying hours if the factor were too low.  Any incentives associated
with budgeting factors obviously operate on a different time horizon
than the incentives associated with costs or prices discussed above.

OUR FOCUS

Our focus is specific.  Given the real costs that AFMC can expect to
incur in a particular year to support the operating commands, de-
fined in terms of real payments to external parties for assets and
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other goods and services, how well does the current budgeting
method to cover these costs work?  And more specifically, how well
does that method work with regard to the real costs in the DMAG?
Phrased in this way, these questions raise the following subsidiary
questions:

1. What methods does the Air Force use to budget for these costs?

2. How does the money budgeted move from the Air Force organi-
zations that receive the money to the Air Force organizations that
pay the Air Force’s bills?

3. How should we measure the “real costs” to the Air Force of paying
its bills?

4. How can we link answers to the three subsidiary questions above
to answer our primary questions?

1. The Air Force process to build the budgets that will cover DMAG
costs is very complex.  At the heart of this process are two cost
drivers and associated budgeting factors:

• Number and types of programmed depot maintenance, engine
overhaul, and other major actions.  The cost drivers are the
number and type; the budgeting factors are costs to the operat-
ing commands of receiving these services from AFMC.

• Number and types of flying hours.  The cost drivers are the num-
ber and type; the budgeting factors are the costs to the operating
commands of receiving the services required from AFMC to sup-
port these flying hours.

For simplicity, we focus on the second type of budgeting factor by
looking only at the costs that DMAG associates with JONs that service
day-to-day operating command demands likely to be driven by flying
hours.

2. The Air Force uses prices for individual component repairs to
move funds budgeted for the operating commands to the SMAG;
it uses another set of prices to move funds from the SMAG to the
DMAG.  The SMAG and DMAG both operate under financial man-
agement constraints that seek to make their incomes in any fiscal
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year as close as possible to their costs.  That is, each maintains a
portion of the Air Force Working Capital Fund.  And each seeks to
maintain a net operating result (NOR) of zero in each fiscal year of
operation.  When this nominal goal is achieved, all of the money
budgeted for operating commands to cover their flying hours each
year flow through the SMAG to the DMAG, which then spends all
of that money to pay external sources of goods and services.
Expenditures need not occur in the same year as the budget.
Budgeted funds this year can cover expenditures next year; bud-
geted funds from previous years can cover expenditures this year.
But the DMAG and SMAG both operate their working capital
funds within very tight tolerances; the more closely budgeted
funds and expenditures match one another in real time, the more
smoothly these working capital funds run.

3. The “real costs to the Air Force” relevant to this inquiry are the
costs that the Air Force has budgeted for to pay for the AFMC ser-
vices to support day-to-day operations in the operating com-
mands.  Ideally, we would identify all cash payments from AFMC
required to support the services provided in the DMAG and
SMAG.  The AFMC financial management community maintains
such data, but it does not link them to information directly rele-
vant to the operating commands because it has not been asked to
do so.  Hence, we sought data on “real costs” as close to this ideal
as possible to link to operating command demands.

A search through alternatives in AFMC revealed the H036A database
as the best compromise among these goals.  Most important, it pro-
vides a link between expenditures in DMAG shops and identifiable
weapon systems in the operating commands.  It identifies the cost
that AFMC allocates to each JON each month.  Although it does not
take us directly to the checks that the Air Force cuts to pays its bills in
DMAG, it gets close.  The following details help explain how close it
gets.

A JON covers a particular maintenance action in a particular re-
source cost recovery center.  AFMC does not maintain data on the
actual checks cut to support each individual JON.  At best, it can
maintain expenditures to external parties at the RCCC level; in some
cases, it maintains such expenditure data for several RCCCs
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managed jointly.  AFMC policy uses a set of formulas to allocate ex-
penditures to individual JONs.1

• One formula uses a standard for the labor hours required to
achieve a task to allocate standard labor hours to a JON.  This
standard is based on historical experience with each task and is
updated periodically as experience accumulates.

• Another formula sums standard hours across JONs to determine
how many standard labor hours have been expended at the
RCCC level or higher.

• AFMC uses the ratio between this total standard figure and the
total actual labor hours spent on all work at this level to define a
measure called “labor efficiency”; the higher the labor efficiency,
the more standard hours a given level of actual hours generates.

• AFMC divides its actual cost per labor hour by its labor efficiency
to generate a value for the labor cost per standard hour.

• To identify the labor cost of a JON, AFMC can then multiply the
standard hours for the JON by the calculated cost per standard
hour.

This cost includes a factor to capture the cost of low-value consum-
ables and other materiel.  The cost of higher-value materiel is identi-
fied directly with each relevant JON.  Indirect costs are added with a
set of standard factors.

Each JON “expenditure,” then, includes

• an estimated cost for labor that, summed across all labor em-
ployed in the relevant accounting unit, covers all actual labor
costs in that unit,

• a factor to pick up the estimated cost of low-value materiel in
proportion to standard labor applied,

• actual cost for high-value materiel, and

______________ 
1An OSD study is reviewing how data enter H036A to determine whether this policy is
applied in practice.  Because the study was not complete when we published, we can-
not look beyond the formal policy itself.
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• a charge for indirect costs that covers all other costs in the
DMAG.

How close is this estimate of expenditures to the actual value of
checks cut in a particular period?  Two questions are important:

• How close are the actual and the attributed labor cost?  As noted
above, the sum of attributed costs finally equals the actual cost as
you aggregate more JONs.  We aggregate JONs to develop a value
for all JONs associated with a particular weapon system (at the
MD level).  This aggregation alone will tend to wash out random
errors associated with individual JONs.  That said, any remaining
error will weaken any relationship we can establish between ex-
penditures and flying hours, and we cannot quantify how large
that effect might be.  Remaining error will be larger and more
troubling if systematic biases exist in the standard labor hours
associated with one MD when compared with the standard labor
hours associated with another MD drawing services from DMAG
shops within the same accounting center.  If such biases exist,
the nominal method explained above systematically overesti-
mates the actual labor hours for one MD and underestimates the
actual labor hours for another.  We are unaware of any such bi-
ases, and we have not been given any reason to expect them.
Further work may be appropriate to determine their influence.

• How close in time are the expenditures attributed to a JON and
the actual government checks associated with these expendi-
tures?  This is the subject of an ongoing OSD study; no results
were available when we published.  We assume that AFMC at-
tributes expenditures to JONs close to the time when the Air
Force pays for the goods and services relevant to these JONs.
Differences could introduce errors that weaken any relationship
we can establish between expenditures and flying hours, and we
cannot quantify how large that effect might be.

4. We link Air Force budgeting methods to “real costs” to the Air
Force by crafting an analytic method that reflects all of the above
considerations.
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• We focus on flying hours as the primary cost driver, because the
Air Force uses flying hours to budget for the support of day-to-
day operations.

• We employ a definition of “real costs” that allows us to use exist-
ing data to link costs to operating individual weapon systems
day-to-day.

• We focus on the expenditures that that definition allows us to
link most directly:  DMAG expenditures on JONs that can be as-
sociated with the repair of components linked to specific weapon
systems.

• We recognize difficulties in the potential gap—in the definition
of labor costs and in timing—between measured expenditures
on JONs and the ideal “real cost” that we seek.  We expect such
difficulties to affect primarily the error term in our statistical
model.

• We adjust the Air Force data to allocate the cost of each JON to a
month.  For our purposes, subject to the concerns about data
problems, we believe this allocation yields a more meaningful
measure of real cost than the Air Force measure based on JONs
when they close out.

• We depend on management decisions in the operating com-
mands, SMAG, and DMAG, which are consistent with each of
their organizational goals, to transform demands associated with
flying hours into DMAG expenditures.

• Recognizing the uncertainties about the levels and timing of ef-
fects implied by the above considerations, we use an open defi-
nition of a lag structure in our statistical model.  We have no ba-
sis for closing that definition or even expecting that it will look
similar across weapon systems.  We want the data to drive any
relationship we can find between flying hours and DMAG ex-
penditures as hard as possible.

Stated in terms of costs, prices, and budgeting factors, our analysis:

• Tries to focus on real costs to the Air Force of supporting day-to-
day operations in the operating commands.
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• Has no direct interest in the values of prices that act as simple
transfers within the Air Force.  But it recognizes that the current
use of such prices, with associated working capital funds and
controls on these funds, should play a critical role in how de-
mands in the operating commands affect real costs to the Air
Force.  It takes those effects as given and focuses on understand-
ing how well the current system links operational budgets and
actual costs to the Air Force in any year.

• Takes the budgeting factors that the Air Force uses to reflect the
cost of day-to-day operations as given.  Very simply, it asks how
well these factors work to generate budgets for the operating
commands that will in fact cover the real costs to the Air Force
that these commands impose in their day-to-day operations.
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